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What is Oxidation?
Cenex

Simply stated, oxidation is the destruction of molecules due to chemical reactions caused
by exposure to oxygen at high temperatures. This process is no different from the reactions that causes your car or truck to rust over time. And, similar to other corrosive processes on/in related materials, the presence of metals accelerates the consequences of oxidation.
The acceleration of oxidation depends on several factors. In addition to the presence of
metals, high temperatures play a critical role in increasing this rate exponentially. As the
temperature increases, the rate of oxidation increases. The general rule of thumb is that
the rate of oxidation doubles for every 18 degrees Fahrenheit rise in temperature (above
165 degrees Fahrenheit).
What are the consequences?
-Viscosity increases
-Acid levels increase (which attack surfaces, particularly copper-lead bearings)
-Deposits, sludge, and varnish form (which can lead to filter plugging and fouling)
-Corrosion
-Foaming
-Additive depletion
How can you reduce the effects of oxidation?
Oxidation inhibitors, part of the additive package, reduce and control oxidation. Other additives that control the temperature of the oil will also slow down the acceleration rate.
As synthetic oils are more oxidatively stable by nature, they are often required in high
temperature applications to prevent the oxidation process.
So, while using higher quality base oils with complex additive package and controlling
temperatures can help limit rate of oxidation, the oxidative process can still take hold and
breakdown the oil molecules. To assess the state of the oil and measure the levels of oxidation, there are several indicators from an oil analysis that can be analyzed.
June was a pretty active month for the energy side, with diesel gaining a little over $.06
for the month, and gas losing about $.02.
The big news event that put pressure on the
energy market was the fighting in Iraq.
Fighting in Iraq, seeming to be contained,
the markets started to reacting with lower
prices. In July keep an eye on the Iraq
fighting along with a possible deal reached
between Ukraine and Russia. Ukraine has
finally started gaining ground back from the
rebels in Eastern Ukraine.
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